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RNA interference plays a major role in biology of ciliates. Diverse small RNAs regulate many processes in vegetative cells of ciliates Tetrahymena and Paramecium. Different types of endogenous and exogenous nucleotide sequences induce different RNAi pathways resulting in silencing of the homologous sequences in the macronuclear genome. Likely this way ciliates are able to quickly inactivate heterogeneous sequences and to adapt efficiently to the environmental conditions and external stimuli.
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Gene silencing due to the activity of small RNAs plays important roles in the regulation of different processes in major eukaryotes [1]. The role of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) in gene inactivation was demonstrated for the first time in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, via a mechanism called “RNA interference” [2]. Currently, the term RNA interference defines the silencing of any gene, including dsRNA molecules of any type [3] (Fig. 1). Dicer enzymes cut dsRNA molecules into small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), which then form complexes with proteins of the Argonaute/Piwi family. In such complexes, small RNAs become single-stranded, whereas the second strand undergoes degradation. Two types of such complexes have been distinguished: RNAinduced silencing complex (RISC) and RNAinduced transcriptional silencing (RITS). RISC complexes detect mRNA targets homologous to small RNAs included within them and cause their degradation. Small RNAs included within RITS complexes direct them to homologous regions of
DNA, which results in chromatic modification at these sites (see Fig. 1). Thus, silencing can be performed at both transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels by means of mRNA [3].

It is supposed that originally the main function of RNA interference was protection against the replication and expansion of extraneous sequences such as transposons and viruses [1]. The main proteins involved in RNA interference probably first arose in the common ancestor of all eukaryotes, which had a minimum of one Argonaute protein, one Piwi protein, one nuclease Dicer, and one RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDRP) [1]. Proteins of these families have been detected in major eukaryotes and are characterized by high conservation. In the most studied ciliates, *Paramecium tetraurelia* and *Tetrahymana thermophila* (belonging to the same class Oligohymenophorea), the RNA interference pathways differ but are served by sets of proteins of these families; only Argonaute proteins are lacking in ciliates. The most studied and effective option for achieving RNA interference in the cells of these protists is genome scanning, namely, formation of a somatic genome in the sexual process, when almost all noncoding DNA sequences are removed from the developing macronucleus [4]. Cores of two types are available in ciliates cells: (i) the multi-genome macronucleus (MAC), a somatic core, the genes of which are expressed, and (ii) the generative, usually diploid micronucleus (MIC) responsible for the storage of genetic information; it is transferred to the offspring during the sexual process. If in MIC genome of *Paramecium* and *Tetrahymena* approximately 30% of DNA is presented by noncoding repeats and their derivatives, transposons and their derivatives, and the genes contained there are not expressed, then the MAC genome has DNA sequences only required for the life of a ciliate. In the sexual process, the MAC of ciliates is destroyed and MIC meiosis products form a zygotic nucleus (synkaryon), the division of which results in formation of the anlages of new MICs and MACs. The formation of the MAC genome is controlled by complex epigenetic mechanisms, which are...
based on RNA interference [5, 6]. While the majority of the noncoding sequences, transposons and their derivatives, internal eliminated sequences (IES) are removed from the formed somatic genome, with further stitching of their flanking areas, and fragmentation of chromosomes occurred into short “mini-chromosomes” without centromeres, to which telomere repeats are added de novo [4]. The removal of all noncoding sequences upon formation of the somatic genome during the sexual process is the first stage of ciliates protection against “excessive” sequences, which accumulate in the silent genome of the generative nucleus and are not selected against; they are effectively removed from the somatic genome.

However, different pathways of RNA interference function outside the sexual process. Different proteins of Dicer and Piwi families are involved in these pathways and in the mechanisms of genome scanning in both *Paramecium* and *Tetrahymena* [7–9]. This review is devoted to those biological phenomena of two model species, *P. tetraurelia* and *T. thermophila*, which are connected to the operation of RNA interference in vegetative cells.

**Fig. 2.** Small RNAs involved in gene silencing in *Paramecium* and *Tetrahymena* vegetative cells. In *Paramecium* such small RNAs are subdivided into primary siRNAs produced by Dcr1p and RNA dependent RNA polymerases Rdr1p, Rdr2p, and Rdr3p, and secondary siRNAs. Induced by feeding with *E. coli* secondary siRNAs are synthesized by Rdr2p, which utilizes as template mRNA interacting with primary siRNAs. When silencing is induced by transgene microinjection, secondary siRNAs are produced not only by Rdr2p and Rdr3p, but also Dicer proteins are probably involved. Both pathways are likely to function when *Paramecium* regulates expression of endogenous genes. In *Tetrahymena* vegetative silencing may be induced by endogenous sequences, such as pseudogenes, repeats of different kinds, some genes, and also by exogenous vectors. In all cases Rdr1p and Dcr2p produce small RNAs, which possess methylated ribose or non-template U at 3’-ends.
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*Paramecium*

**Primary and secondary small interfering RNAs of ciliates**

siRNAs are continuously synthesized and present in the vegetative cells of ciliates, which can be primary or secondary and differ in their size and modifications. Their functions are not yet clear, but it is obvious that siRNAs are among the major regulators of gene expression in ciliates, siRNAs are always available in tetrahymena cells, having a length of 23–24 nt, which are antisense for MAC genes [10]. The introduction of a transgene sequence into the cells of *T. thermophila* using electroporation, with which the RNA molecules homologous to any gene and forming double-stranded hairpins are transcribed, causes the accumulation of 23–24 nt siRNAs and significant reduction of the level of mRNA homologous endogenous sequences [11]. As the major categories of siRNAs, microRNAs, and piRNAs of the other eukaryotes, these small RNAs almost always contain U at the 5’-end, and for the half of these siRNAs the 3’-end nucleotide, usually U also, is probably added outside the template [10] (Fig. 2).
The pathway of RNA interference in vegetative cells of paramecia can be artificially initiated using several methods: (i) micro-injection of a large number of copies of a transgene sequence, which results in the appearance of aberrant transcripts from both chains of the introduced transgene; (ii) micro-injection of plasmids, from which untranslated dsRNA is transcribed [12, 13]; or (iii) ciliates feeding on the bacteria Escherichia coli producing dsRNAs [14, 15]. In the last case, the required sequence is cloned into the vector between promoters T7 directed toward each other and used to transform E. coli, which then produce dsRNAs during IPTG induction. If ciliates are fed with such E. coli, then dsRNAs stimulate the silencing of paramecia complementary sequences, although the mechanism behind this is unknown [16]. In the same manner as during silencing caused by injection, the silencing caused by feeding form siRNAs from dsRNAs under effect of protein Dcr1, one of the Dicer enzymes of P. tetraurelia (see below). Detailed study of the siRNAs formed during the micro-injection of purified transgene sequences or plasmids with a transgene as inserts and during feeding demonstrated that their properties and mechanism of synthesis differ depending on the way in which the synthesis is activated [14, 17, 18] (see Fig. 2). For example, the proteins Rdr3 and Ptiwi14 are involved in transgene-induced silencing rather than in dsRNA-induced silencing [7, 14].

During feeding, P. tetraurelia forms primary siRNAs 23 nt long from both chains of introduced RNA duplex. Primary siRNAs amount to approximately of all small RNAs formed during feeding [17], and RNA-dependent RNA polymerases Rdr1 and Rdr2 are involved in their accumulation (see below). The role of RDRP in this process is unclear, as it is supposed that dsRNAs are immediately decomposed by Dicer ferment forming siRNAs. Its role probably involves increasing the amount of dsRNAs. It is also possible that RNAs are derived from digestive vacuoles in the cytoplasm in a single-stranded state and are converted to dsRNAs as a result of RDRP activity [17]. After transgene introduction, primary siRNAs 22–23 nt long are formed (see Fig. 2), which results in the silencing of homologous endogenous genes [12, 14]. Interestingly, during transgene introduction, their double-transcription takes place, different ways of siRNA synthesis are activated on the antiparallel transcripts: proteins Rdr2 and Cid2 (see below) are responsible for synthesis of antisense RNAs on the template of silenced mRNAs, the synthesis of siRNAs from antisense transcripts is probably produced by Rdr3 [18]. Some primary siRNAs are homologous to the vestor fragments. The share of primary siRNAs during micro-injection amounts to 95%–99%. It is known that the proteins Dcr1 and Rdr3 are also involved in the silencing of genes of the surface antigens; that is, they participate in regulation of the expression of endogenous sequences not connected with transgene injection [18].

Then, secondary siRNAs appear to be synthesized on the template of endogenous sequences. Secondary siRNAs are formed as continuation of cascade started with appearance of primary siRNAs, this is not necessarily connected with transgene overexpression. Even a small amount of aberrantly untranslated transcripts can be sufficient to initiate this mechanism; theoretically, such a cascade can start as a background by transcribed pseudogenes or any other endogenous sequences. Secondary siRNAs of P. tetraurelia are 22–23 nt long [14], and RDPPs are responsible for their synthesis. There is no simple answer to the question of how secondary siRNAs are synthesized in Paramaecium. Similarity in the structures of primary and secondary siRNAs during transgene-induced silencing may indicate that the mechanisms of their synthesis are very similar [18]. It is likely that, in the cases of both transgene-induced silencing and silencing caused by feeding, the secondary siRNAs are formed on the mRNA template as they are homologous to the areas of sequence outside the introduced transgene or insert in the plasmid used for feeding [17, 18], but the specific mechanism behind their formation is still unknown. The distinctive feature of transgene-induced secondary siRNAs is methylation of the 3’-end ribose and the availability of monophosphate at the 5’-end [14], which means that their synthesis involves both RDRP and Dicer proteins [14]. Thus, it can be supposed that long dsRNAs are synthesized on the mRNA template, which further serves as a substrate for Dicer protein. At the same time, the level of secondary siRNAs during feeding was shown not to be reduced in the case of Dcr1 protein dysfunction [17], which supports the existence of a Dicer-independent method of secondary siRNA synthesis on the mRNA template. Secondary siRNAs amount to only 1%–5% of all siRNAs, but they are homologous to the entire sequence of their mRNA target, including 3’-UTR, rather than only to a transgene introduced short sequence. The specific function of secondary siRNAs in paramecium cells is not completely clear. Their level is very low in comparison with that of primary siRNAs, and their role in establishing artificially induced silencing is insignificant [17]. The issue of secondary siRNA synthesis during the induction of silencing in vegetative cells of tetrahymena has not been studied yet.

For transgene-induced silencing, it has been demonstrated that siRNAs ensure post-transcriptional silencing, which requires the proteins Dcr1, Rdr2, Ptiwi13, and Cid2, as well as co-transcriptional silencing connected with the establishment of heterochromatic marks (which requires proteins Rdr3 and Ptiwi14, as well as proteins involved in post-transcriptional silencing). It is likely that both types of silencing partially overlap with each other in terms of their induction [18].
PROTEINS OF DICER FAMILY IN VEGETATIVE CELLS OF CILIATES

Proteins of the Dicer family are assigned to type III RNAses and may have up to six domains; some domains of these proteins are lacking in different eukaryotes. However, two domains having RNAase III activity are a conserved feature in almost all eukaryotes [1]. These proteins cut dsRNA forming short (21–28 nt) duplex molecules with terminal double-nucleotide protrusions and monophosphate residue at the 5'-end [19]. Three proteins of the Dicer family were detected in *T. thermophila*. The gene *DCR1* is expressed continuously, but *DCR1* expression peaks during cell starvation preceding the sexual process of conjugation [10]. Dysfunction of the protein Dcr1 shows no phenotypic effects [20]; both domains of RNAase III in Dcr1 are severely modified and Dcr1 in *Tetrahymena* is catalytically inactive. The main function of Dicerlike protein of tetrahymena Dcl1 involves the establishment of small RNAs responsible for formation of the somatic genome during the sexual process [6, 20, 21]. Its gene is expressed at the highest level in conjugated cells [10, 20]. The protein Dcr2 contains a helicase domain and two domains of RNAase III [10, 20]; its gene is expressed constitutively, and the protein is required for vegetative cell growth [20]. The Dcr2 protein has been shown to be involved in the silencing of genes in the vegetative cells of *T. thermophila*.

The evolution of the *Paramecium* genus included a minimum of three whole genome duplications; the two latter ones took place directly before the divergence of sibling species of the *P. aurelia* complex [22], in which connection many genes in genome of *P. tetraurelia* are presented by the groups of ohnologs (copies resulted from whole genome duplications) having maximum up to eight members. In particular, eight genes encoding proteins with RNAase III domains were detected in the genome of *P. tetraurelia* [23, 24]; it is likely that all genes of the Dicer family in *P. tetraurelia* originated from one primeval gene [22]. Three out of eight genes (*DCR1, DCR2*, and *DCR3*) contain two domains each of RNAase III and two domains of helicase subdomain; that is, they encode typical proteins of Dicer [8]. The only catalytically active protein of Dicer in paramecia is Dcr1. Two other Dcr proteins have RNAase domains that are significantly modified; their gene knockout is associated with phenotypic effects. The gene *DCR1* in *P. tetraurelia* is expressed during the entire cell cycle, and its knockout results in the disordered synthesis of small RNAs with a size of 23 nt participating in the vegetative silencing of paramecia [8]. The genome of *P. tetraurelia* also has five more genes encoding Dicerlike proteins containing only RNAase domain: Dcl1–Dcl5 [8]. The functions of two of them, Dcl1 and Dcl4, have been determined; their genes *DCL1* and *DCL4* are expressed at low levels during the whole of vegetative cell growth [23]. The Dicerlike proteins Dcl2, Dcl3, and Dcl5 are responsible for the production of small RNAs providing rearrangement of the core structure during the sexual process [6, 8, 23]. Thus, similar to the case for the protein Dcr2 of tetrahymena, the only protein of the Dicer family responsible for gene silencing in vegetative cells of *P. tetraurelia* is Dcr1.

ROLE OF RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASES IN VEGETATIVE SILENCING

RNA-dependent RNA polymerases exist in RNA-containing viruses. It was shown that, in different eukaryotes, these ferments ensure the strengthening of silencing via siRNA amplification [25]. The genome of *T. thermophila* contains only one RDR gene, which is constitutively expressed throughout the entire life cycle [26]. This gene encodes polymerase Rdr1 and is vitally important [26]. This RDRP synthesizes ling dsRNAs, which are then cut by ferment Dcr2 into small RNAs with a size of 23 and 24 nt [26]. Rdr1 and Dcr2 physically associate with each other, which stimulates the activity of Dcr2 [26]. Besides, Rdr1 in *T. thermophila*, as well as all RDRPs, forms complexes (RDRC, RNA-directed RNA polymerase complexes) interacting with different supplementary proteins (Table 1 and Fig. 3).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homolog in <em>Tetrahymena</em></th>
<th>Function in <em>Tetrahymena</em></th>
<th>Interactions with other proteins</th>
<th>Homolog in <em>Paramecium</em></th>
<th>Functions in <em>Paramecium</em></th>
<th>Interactions with other proteins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rdr1p</td>
<td>Production of siRNAs; essential</td>
<td>Rdr2, Rdn1 and Rdn2, Rdf1 and Rdf2</td>
<td>Rdr1</td>
<td>Production of primary siRNAs in feeding with <em>E. coli</em>; non-essential</td>
<td>Dcr1 (presumably)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rdr2 Production of siRNAs in feeding with <em>E. coli</em> and in transgene microinjection; essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rdr3 Production of siRNAs in transgene microinjection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rdr4 Pseudogene (presumably)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rdn1p</td>
<td>Accumulation of siRNAs; uridinilation of RNA (presumably); essential</td>
<td>Rdr1; Rdf1, Rdf2</td>
<td>Cid2</td>
<td>Accumulation of siRNAs; essential</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rdn2p</td>
<td>Accumulation of antisense siRNAs for clusters of pseudogenes; uridinilation of RNA (presumably); non-essential</td>
<td>Rdr1</td>
<td>Cid1</td>
<td>Accumulation of siRNAs; non-essential</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rdf1p</td>
<td>Accumulation of siRNAs; non-essential during vegetative growth; when absent, nuclear differentiation at conjugation is blocked</td>
<td>Rdr1, Rdn1</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rdf2p</td>
<td>Accumulation of siRNAs produced from DNA hairpins; non-essential</td>
<td>Rdr1, Rdn1</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dcr2p</td>
<td>Production of siRNAs in vegetative cells; essential</td>
<td>Rdr1</td>
<td>Dcr1</td>
<td>Production of siRNAs in vegetative cells; essential</td>
<td>Rdr1 (presumably)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Four major proteins that can be contained within these complexes were identified [27]. Two protein paralogs, Rd1n and Rd2 (Rdr1-associated nucleotidyl transferases), have homology with poly(A)-polymerase [27] and catalyze the addition of uridine to RNA substrates in vitro outside of the template [27]. Interestingly, the patterns of their gene expression differ: RDN1 is expressed throughout the entire life cycle in both the vegetative phase and during conjugation, whereas the level of expression of RDN2 peaks during conjugation, when the level of RDN1 expression is rather low. Two other proteins associated with Rdr1 lacking domains with certain functions were identified and called Rd11 and Rd12 (Rdr1-associated factors). The genes encoding them are arranged in the genome in tandem, which indicates that they originated as a result of duplication. Their expression patterns also differ: the level of expression of RDF2 peaks during vegetative growth and is reduced during conjugation, whereas RDF1 is expressed at its maximum level during conjugation and is rather weakly expressed in vegetative cells.

It turned out that the proteins Rd1n and Rd2 are contained within different RDRCs, and only complexes containing Rd1n can recruit the proteins Rd11 and Rd12 [27]. Thus, the protein Rd1 of *T. thermophila* can form several different complexes via the mutually exclusive interaction of Rdr1 with one of two nucleotidyl transferases. The in vitro function of all of these complexes cannot be differentiated, but the knockout of some components affects the phenotype in different ways [27]. In vitro complexes containing Rd1n or Rd2n have similar activity: both complexes can interact with protein Dcr2 and promote the cutting of RNA, forming siRNAs 24 nt long. The loss of a subunit of Rd2n results in vivo in disturbance of the accumulation of certain siRNAs; loss of Rd12 prevents the accumulation of other siRNAs. Loss of Rd1n and Rd12 affects the distribution of DNA during cell division, whereas the knockout of RDN2 or RDF1 blocks conjugation. It is clear that, despite in vitro Rd1n and Rd2n having similar biochemical activities, their roles in vivo are significantly different. One of the potential functions of the proteins Rd1n and Rd2n of *T. thermophila* is uridinilation of the single-stranded RNA template for Rdr1, which can enhance specificity via the stabilization of 3'-end RNA; alternatively, Rd1n and Rd2n can operate on the duplex of siRNAs as the half of small RNAs 23–24 nt has uridine at the 3'-end outside the template [27].

In *P. tetraurelia*, there are four genes encoding RDRP. It was demonstrated that polymerase Rdr1 is involved in silencing caused by feeding [14], and the complex Rdr2 is required for the synthesis of siRNA during silencing caused by feeding, as well as during silencing in response to transgene injection [17, 24]. Meanwhile, Rdr3 functions in the synthesis of siRNAs during silencing caused by plasmid injection, from which dsRNA is read [14, 24] (see Fig. 2); this ferment participates in the regulation of gene expression of the surface antigens [14]. RDR4 is probably a pseudogene, as indicated by the very low level of its expression and the complete absence of phenotypic features upon its silencing. The genes RDR1 and RDR4 are paralogs that appeared after the second complete duplication of the genome [14]. Detailed analysis of the sequences of amino acids of four RDRPs of paramecia demonstrated that, in contrast with well-known RDRPs of other organisms, Rdr1 and Rdr2 of paramecia are more conserved and have very close identity to the protein Rdr1 of *T. thermophila* (see Table 1). The genes RDR1 and RDR2 are expressed at a low level within the vegetative phase of the life cycle. The protein Dcr1 is immediately responsible for the synthesis of primary siRNAs. Severe reduction of the level of Dcr1 or proteins Rdr1 and Rdr2 results in disturbance of the accumulation of siRNAs 23 nt long [8]. The reasons why two different RDRPs besides Dicer are needed for their formation remain unclear. It is likely that RDRPs are required for amplification of the trigger dsRNA if it comes from the digestive vacuoles to the cytoplasm in very small quantities. Alternatively, bacterial RNAs are imported from digestive vacuoles in single-stranded form; then, the role of RDRP can consist of the synthesis of a complementary second chain for the activation of RNA interference [17]. It is also possible that Rdr1 plays a structural role in the interaction with Dcr1, for example, as occurs in *Tetrahymena* (see above).

A gene encoding a protein of the family of the non-classic poly(A/U)-nucleotidyl transferases that was detected in *P. tetraurelia* [24] was also found in *S. pombe*, in which one of these ferments, Cid1, is involved in RNA interference. This gene in *P. tetraurelia*, called CID1, is an ortholog of the gene RDN2 in *T. thermophila*. CID1 is constitutively expressed throughout the entire cell cycle of paramecium [24]. Its knockout removes the ability of cells to undergo RNA interference induced by exogenous RNA, and null mutants of CID1 are viable throughout the entire cell cycle, with no phenotypic anomalies being detected [24]. Further analysis of the genome of *P. tetraurelia* enabled the detection of 22 Cid1-like poly(A) nucleotidyl transferases, five of which, including Cid1, are allied to the proteins Rd1n and Rd2n of *T. thermophila* (see Table 1). Among them, Cid2 is also involved in dsRNA-induced silencing and is probably of vital importance [24].

**PROTEINS OF PIWI FAMILY IN VEGETATIVE CELLS OF CILIATES**

Proteins of the Argonaute/Piwi family are the most conserved participants in RNA interference. Two paralogous groups can be distinguished in this family: Piwilike
Proteins of the Piwi family of *T. thermophila* are called Twi (*Tetrahymena Piwi*) [1]. In total, 12 Twi proteins (Twi1–Twi12) are encoded in the genome of *T. thermophila*, and their major role is involved in RNA interference in vegetative cells [28]. Exceptions are found for the proteins Twi1 and Twi11, which participate in the nuclear rearrangements in the sexual process [9]. The genes encoding the proteins Twi2, Twi8, and Twi12 are actively expressed during vegetative growth. It was demonstrated that the proteins Twi2 and Twi12 are localized in the cytoplasm, whereas Twi8 is localized in MAC [28, 31]. None of the Twi proteins was detected in transcriptionally silent MIC. Only Twi12 is required for the vegetative growth of cells. Several more Twi proteins are available in vegetative cells at low levels. It was revealed that every Twi protein is connected with a population of small RNAs in the vegetative phase of the life cycle of *tetrahymena* (Table 2).

Interestingly, siRNAs of 18–22 nt long that bind Twi12 protein are formed not via Dicer activity but are cut out from the 3’-end of mature tRNAs, which is indicated by the presence of the CCA sequence on their 3’-end outside of the template. The main identified function of Twi12 is activation of the exoribonuclease Xrn2 in MAC required for mRNA processing. The import to the nucleus from the cytoplasm requires Twi12 to be loaded with a molecule of small RNA; fragments of numerous tRNAs are optimal for this as their 3’-end are split out by RNAse T2 [32]. In general, the similar structure of 23–24 nt siRNAs of *tetrahymena* indicates that the specificity of their interaction with different Twi proteins depends not on modification of their 5’- and 3’-end but on the sequences of which they consist. Many small RNAs that bind with Twi2 protein are antisense relative to pseudogenes forming clusters in genome MAC. Knockout of the genes *TWI2* and *RDN2* and partial knockout of the gene *TWI8* result in the loss of these small RNAs [28]. Despite the fact that genome MAC of ciliates does not contain any noncoding sequences, a number of repeats still exist, to which sequences the homologous siRNAs were detected in vegetative cells. It turned out that the majority of siRNAs homologous to high-copy-number repeats are also connected with the Twi2 protein. However, during knockout of the *TWI8* gene, such siRNAs do not accumulate in the cells, and the knockout of *TWI2* and *TWI6* genes and any components of RDRC results in reduction of their quantity [28]. Homologous low-copy-number repeats of siRNAs are connected with the Twi7 protein, and siRNAs 22–24 nt long or 33–36 nt long homologous to telomeric repeats are associated with Twi10. Ultimately, siRNAs associated with Twi8 protein are, as a rule, homologous to both strands of some protein-coding genes; namely, these siRNAs switch off gene expression. Interestingly, tandem *TWI2–TWI6* is located within these genes. The quantity of mRNA for *TWI2* is increased in clones with knockout of the *TWI8* gene and is reduced in clones with the overexpression of this gene. Besides, seven loci were identified, which are not coding sequences, pseudogenes, or repeats, for which the availability of homologous siRNAs 23–24 nt long was detected [28]. In the absence of siRNAs homologous to these loci (e. g., as a result of knockout of the gene encoding factor Rdfl2 required for their accumulation), RNA synthesis starts with these loci, which indirectly confirms the necessity of their silencing. The distribution of these siRNAs in their sense and antisense chains of the template is asymmetric, and in all cases, the majority of siRNAs are complementary to DNA chains forming in these loci a loop-shaped structure 50–100 nt long. Hairpins formed in DNA probably serve as primers for RDRC initiating siRNA synthesis. Such DNA structure is probably a conservative marker demonstrating that transcripts with this template shall be silenced, for example, as virus-like [28].

Proteins of the Piwi subfamily in *P. tetraurelia* are called Ptwi (*Paramecium tetraurelia Piwi*); in total, 17 genes encoding these proteins have been identified in the genome of this infusorium, 12 of which are paired homologs [7, 24]. The proteins of the Ptwi family can be split into three subfamilies [7] (Fig. 4).

The first subfamily includes the proteins Ptwi13/14 and Ptwi02/04/05, the genes of which are uniformly expressed throughout the entire life cycle, as well as protein Ptwi08. Proteins Ptwi14 and Ptwi08 are paralogs, but gene *PTWI18* is activated only after meiosis, in the period of development of a new MAC [7] (see Fig. 4). The second subfamily is formed by a single protein, Ptwi07, which has diverged the most from the rest of the Ptwi proteins of *paramecia*. This protein is an ortholog of Twi8 *tetrahymena*; however, their functions are probably different. As the *TWI8* gene is expressed at a high level in the vegetative phase and the gene *PTWI07* is expressed at later stages of MAC development [7]. In different periods of the sexual process, the majority of genes of the third subfamily are expressed (see Fig. 4). The *PTWI03/01/09* genes are activated during meiosis, the genes *PTWI06/10/11* are expressed simultaneously with *PTWI07* at the final
### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of small RNAs</th>
<th>Homologous regions in MAC genome</th>
<th>Interacting Piwi proteins</th>
<th>Localization of Piwi proteins</th>
<th>Expression period of Piwi genes</th>
<th>Proteins necessary for small RNAs accumulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23-24 nt., U at 3'-end</td>
<td>Clusters of pseudogenes</td>
<td>Twi2; less frequent – Twi8</td>
<td>Twi2 – in cytoplasm; Twi8 – in MAC</td>
<td>During vegetative growth and at conjugation</td>
<td>Twi2; Rdn2; Rdr1; partly – Twi8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-24 nt., no U at 3'-end</td>
<td>Multicopied repeats</td>
<td>Twi2</td>
<td>In cytoplasm</td>
<td>During vegetative growth and at conjugation; non-essential</td>
<td>Twi8; Twi2; Twi6; Rdr1; Rdn1; Rdf1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-24 nt., contain methylated ribose at 3'-end (as scRNA)</td>
<td>Some coding sequences</td>
<td>Twi8</td>
<td>In MAC at vegetative growth; in old MAC and then in new MAC during conjugation</td>
<td>Non-essential during vegetative growth; during conjugation in absence if Twi8p cells cannot complete formation of new MAC genome</td>
<td>Twi8; RDRC involving Rdf1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-24 nt., U at 3'-end; 32-34 nt.</td>
<td>Low copy repeats</td>
<td>Twi7</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>During vegetative growth and at conjugation</td>
<td>Twi8; Twi2, Twi6; RDRC components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-24 nt., U at 3'-end; 33-36 nt.</td>
<td>Telomeric repeats</td>
<td>Twi10</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>During vegetative growth; at conjugation expression increases</td>
<td>Twi8; Twi2, Twi6p; RDRC components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-24 nt., asymmetric position at DNA template chains</td>
<td>Loci, where DNA forms loop-like structures 50-100 bp in size</td>
<td>Twi2 and Twi8</td>
<td>Twi2 – in cytoplasm; Twi8 – in MAC</td>
<td>During vegetative growth and at conjugation</td>
<td>Rdf2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-22 nt., non-template CCA at 3'-end</td>
<td>Formed from 3'-ends of mature tRNAs</td>
<td>Twi12</td>
<td>In cytoplasm</td>
<td>During vegetative growth; essential</td>
<td>Xrn2 interacts with Twi12 in MAC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
stage of MAC genome formation, and only the genes PTIWI12 and PTIWI15 are constitutively expressed at a low level throughout the entire life cycle. Two IESs are included in the PTIWI10 gene sequence, one of which is placed next to the start codon, and the second one is inside the coding sequence. This feature of the PTIWI10 gene specifies its expression at the later stages of the sexual process; its expression becomes possible only after removal of the appropriate IES [33]. As IESs are included in the coding sequences and regulatory areas of the PTIWI11, PTIWI06, and PTIWI07 genes, it is possible that regulation of their expression is performed in a similar way [33].

The exact protein functions were determined for only eight Ptiwi proteins. The proteins Ptiwi01, Ptiwi09, Ptiwi10, and Ptiwi11 are involved in genomic scanning in the sexual process [6, 7, 33]. Ptiwi13 participates in silencing caused by the micro-injection of transgenes, as well as in the silencing induced by feeding of E. coli. Ptiwi14 is involved only in silencing caused by the micro-injection of transgenes, and Ptiwi12 and Ptiwi15 are involved in silencing caused by feeding [7].

In the process of gene silencing of paramecia induced by feeding, the protein called Pds1 (Paramecium dsRNAinduced RNAispecific protein) is also involved [24], the gene of which is expressed throughout the entire life cycle [24]. No genes associated with the PDS1 gene were found in the genome of other ciliates; however, this gene is present in all species of the Paramecium genus. Reduction of the level of this protein similar to Cid1 results in loss of the ability to perform RNA interference in response to the appearance of exogenous RNAs but does not affect vitality. The exact function of this gene remains unclear.

In general, the screening of P. tetraurelia mutants unable to start RNA interference in response to dsRNA produced by food bacteria demonstrated that this pathway is not required and includes genes RDR1, CID1, and PDS1 that are not of vital importance, as well as vitally important genes DCR1 [8], RDR2 [14], and CID2. Besides, this pathway of RNA interference includes three Piwi proteins (Ptiwi12, Ptiwi15, and Ptiwi13) [17]. It was demonstrated that P. tetraurelia can synthesize small RNAs, antisense to rRNA and mRNA of the food bacteria, and this ability depends on the protein Rdr2 [17]. Transgene-induced RNA interference includes not only the proteins Dcr1, Rdr2, Cid2, and Ptiwi13 but also Rdr3 and Ptiwi14 [7, 14]. Interestingly, the vital genes are involved in both pathways, which can indicate that originally the mechanism of RNA interference of ciliates was used for the neutralization of foreign genes, which could penetrate into the core with viruses or transposons. The ability to synthesize siRNA for the neutralization of RNA arriving with food is not required, at least in laboratory conditions, as clones with mutations in the genes specific for this
pathway are supported in culture for years while being fed with the same “safe” bacteria. However, the genomes of all types of complex *P. aurelia*, as well as of *P. multimicronucleatum* and *P. caudatum*, have at least one copy of the genes RDR1, CID1, and PDS1, and the key factors of RNA interference starting in response to exogenous RNAs are highly conserved within the *Paramecium* genus [24]. This indicates that this pathway can play important roles in paramecia survival in natural conditions, where any microorganisms can penetrate into ciliates cells as food or together with food bacteria.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Ciliates are a goldmine for the examination of cell processes that are based on RNA interference, which plays a significant biological role in these protists. In the ciliates *Tetrahymena* and *Paramecium*, small RNAs are the basis of the formation of the complicated core mechanism during the sexual process [6], which results in the occurrence of physical and functional differences between the genomes of generative and somatic nuclei [5]. In vegetative cells, siRNAs regulate the expression of their own genes and do not permit the display of extraneous DNA sequences. No viruses have been detected in ciliates so far, which is astonishing, given the level of knowledge about many representatives of *Ciliophora*. This indirectly indicates the effectiveness of the antiviral protective systems in ciliates cells; RNA interference is the oldest mechanism of protection against viruses. It is tempting to suppose that RNA interference could be involved in the other rapid responses of ciliates to external stimuli. For example, it is obvious that siRNAs are involved in switching of the surface antigens of *P. tetraurelia* [34], which means that they can provide the regulation of gene expression during adaptation to environmental changes. It is known that noncoding RNAs of bacterial origin can affect expression of the genes of *Caenorhabditis elegans* [35]. The transcriptomes of *P. tetraurelia* containing symbiotic bacteria *Caedibacter taeniospiralis* in the cytoplasm differ from those of uninfected cells [36]. Moreover, data about the occurrence of small RNA in paramecia cells, which is antisense relative to the transcripts of food bacteria [17], suggest that RNA interference can regulate the fate of exogenous transcripts and the interaction of ciliates with symbionts.
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